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Essential Question

1. How do creation stories between faiths, Judaism/Christian, Islam, or 
Atheist, impact reconciliation with loss and dealing with mortality?

a. Does belief of an afterlife influence reactions?
b. How is grief affected by belief about mortality?



Conceptual Framework



Topic, Question, Significance
● Influence of creation stories on grief and the understanding of mortality 

● Because I want to gain a greater understanding of the influence of religions 

● In order to understand the differences and similarities within the values of different 

faiths



Interview Questions Pre Pilot
1. Do you belong to a particular faith tradition? If not, how do you identify?
2. How long have you identified with your faith?
3. Is the faith the same as it was growing up, if not how has it changed and why?
4. How do you believe life was created?

5. Tell me a story of when you experienced a loss?
a. Try to reconstruct your experience instead of remembering

Given that story..How did you reconcile and express your grief?
6. How do you grieve? What is your first response and your last?
7. How is the loss you feel, influenced by your belief in creation?/by how you believe life was created?

8. How did you lean on your faith tradition to support yourself in your grieving process? If not what did you rely on? 
9. How did the importance of your faith or values change after your loss?



Interview Questions 
1. How would you describe your relationship with organized religion?
2. Based on your faith tradition, if you had to explain birth and death to a small child what would you say?
3. Putting aside the actions of others, When you think about your life journey, how much choice do you believe you 

have in the decisions you make and where you end up? 
4. Given your belief in fate vs free will, explain an accident?/ Make sense of it for a child?

5. Tell me a story of when you experienced a loss?
a. Try to reconstruct your experience instead of remembering

Given that story..How did you reconcile and express your grief?
b. Kubler ross def-describe your process

6. How is the loss you feel, influenced by your interpretation of mortality?/by what you believe about birth and death?

7. To what extent did you lean on your faith tradition to support yourself in your grieving process? How? If not what 
did you rely on? 

8. How did the importance of your faith or values change after your loss?
9. Is there a question that you wished I had asked? What would you have said?



Capstone Project/Next Steps

1. Interview Style Video
2. Contrasting beliefs/answers between Atheism, Christianity/Judaism, and 

Islam



Connection to Pathways

History

English



Questions and Feedback


